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(CL, p. 353). His assumption that the war's longevity has frustrated the war-mongers' political agenda will cause him renewed despair after its conclusion.
Resisting such adversaries leaves little time to devote to Fritz, whose rare appearances in the poetry of the war befit his rare appearances in the war itself: as Gurney explains, 'It is a weird queer war -this, against unseen enemies' (CL, p. 101). Gurney's brief account in 'Near Vermand' of 'Germans seen actually' (CP, p. 158) conveys the ontological surprise as well as the newsworthiness of the event. To an unprecedented degree, the First World War is experienced haptically, and Gurney is peerless in his descriptions of those intimately tactile assaults and respites: 'pangs and ill body-creepers / Stilled with the coldthe cold bringing me sane' ('Half Dead', RW, p. 25). For deeply entrenched soldiers under such conditions, sight is tempted upwards to the changing expanse of the skies. Again, Gurney stands as exemplar rather than exception, writing a poetry of sky-gazing which is filled with stellar and crepuscular topoi, with sun and clouds and the connoisseur's palette of 'slate and pink and blue above the frightened / Mud fields' ('Laventie Dawn', RW, p. 28).
That transferred epithet -'frightened' -points to the contrast between the skies' refuge and the fearful mudscape into which rival armies must secrete themselves, troglodytic, in order to survive.
Their shared suffering allows growing sympathy between Tommy and Fritz, who are so many Isaacs to their fathers' Abraham, or Christ-figures sacrificed by an unfeeling deity. ' In the mind of all the English soldiers I have met', Gurney writes, 'there is absolutely no hate for the Germans, but a kind of brotherly though slightly contemptuous kindness -as to men who are going through a bad time as well as themselves' (CL, p. 215). 'Contemptuous kindness': oxymoron is the figure best equipped to reconcile, or to hold in creative tension, the competing demands of art and violence, as formal representation confers on war a terrible beauty; and the recourse to oxymoron is still more certain in the portrayal of an enemy who is a mirror-image, a fellow sufferer. Honoured the care had fashioned so honourable a cross. 'Chaulnes' studiously avoids reference to the awkward truth that, before the Germans paid their ceremonious respects to the brave Englishman, they killed him. He was 'killed in the reckless night', but the poem never spells out by whom; and Gurney's weakness for transferred epithets helps to conceal agency. Pillboxes, not Germans, are 'damned', and destruction is caused by 'devil-of evil war' [sic] . The poem's sulphurous judgements attach to objects, to abstract forces, and to a shared situation, not to one side rather than the other. One did his bootlace up, one lit his pipe and cursed Ration tobacco, and said "Boys this is war at the worst,"
One blew his nose, one plucked at a dead nettle
Growing above the trench side -and one made rattle
The breech of his rifle in ragtime, nobody ran.
One having written seven lines to rhyme and scan, (So to say) raised his umbrella and cursed FritzWho never had, nor never would produce poets, And at the Red House, said sudden, "I see that's the one,"
Finished his eighth line and blasted home-critics to bits.
'La Rime' delineates more than just phlegmatism under fire, although its comedy predicts the extremes to which that national characteristic or caricature will later be taken in film and television. The more profound comedy of 'La Rime' derives from the mimicking of words and tones which any reader would reasonably expect to encounter in a Great War poem about a savage bombardment. Death is mentioned and, in a suitably explosive finale, people get 'blasted… to bits'. However, only a nettle turns out to be 'dead' (and, even then, only by name), and the detonation is purely figurative. Soldiers curse, as well they might, but the comic timing of Gurney's enjambment -'cursed / Ration tobacco' -ensures that '"war at the Perhaps 'La Rime' is not a funny poem after all, but a sombre poem by other means. And yet to argue that case is to make the poem smaller because less unsettling. In 'La Rime', Gurney toys with the taboo that the violence of war, whatever else it is allowed to be, can be funny.
Paying tribute to his own 'ingrained sense of humour', Gurney This long autobiographical poem, one of many, is included because Gurney begins to describe his front-line experiences -even the shooting at people -in comic terms.
This is typical of a certain vein in Gurney (perhaps typical of certain aspects of war) and he would not be fully represented were it to be left out. One of the disadvantages for the Germans of looking like 'comfortable Burghers' or 'country squires', at least compared with 'our poor scarecrows', is that they take up more space and are therefore more likely to be hit. Compensation comes from the fact that the bullet is less likely to damage anything vital as it passes through the body. That, at least, is the preferred explanation of a self-proclaimed crackshot who would otherwise be obliged to concede that he had missed from close range three times in a row. At no point are ethical considerations allowed to complicate the episode: the Germans are there to be shot, just as 'Posts and any echoing thing' had been shot under the Verey lights. Gurney harbours no hard feelings towards them, merely envy for their having been enjoying 'meals like millionaires'. Two of them are 'as nice men as I'd ever meet again', and although that niceness attaches to their 13 physical appearance, the word inevitably brings connotations of decency. As the Germans disappear over the 'chalk slope borders', Gurney calls after them: '"Goodbye"'.
Later in the poem, Fritz proves himself to be a more proficient marksman. Sent forward in a party to cut wires, the poet is forced lower and lower into the 'too chalky'
Vermand earth by machine-gun fire. As he goes forward again, a bullet at last finds its target:
suddenly my arm went blazing with bright ardour of pain:
The end of music… I knelt down and cursed the double 
